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Abstract 

 It is known that the Arab heritage includes a number of blogs 

these blogs formed an important aspeds of the study of the old Arab 

narratives . Also there is a lot of researches and studies deals with the 

different narratives included in these blogs based on different 

approaches . 

 The subject of the massage was chosen by the professor , 

Supervisor Dr. Shaymaa Khayri , Despite the variety of narratives 

contained in the book “The unique contract between news and tales . 

 In addition to other prose species represented by letters and 

signatures , but the choice came through the experience because it has 

a great role in enriching old narrative blogs . A lot of other narratives 

blogs adopted in its construction and composition on the news . As its 

one of the most literal specien associated with the unique contract 

book compared with the other species which led to a variety of 

sources and methods of its construction and formulation . 

 This study is based on the species in which they categorized and 

studied according to the different methodological tools . 

 I addition to that it depends on other methods to read texts new 

reading commensurate with the nature of the material that it 

contained. 

 In this subject the research aims to look at the types of old 

Arabic narratives and know the literary and narrative treasures that 

exist in it and to match between the old narratives and the modern 

methods , find out the methot that adopted in the construction of that 

types of narratives and its role in learning their trends and goals , and 

access to the analysis of the elements of its construction and to 

discover how these elements are sit with form and formulation of 

events of the narrative text . 

 The historical news is usually characterized by the nature of 

history to achieve cognitive and educational goals , The literary news 

is intended to in fluence the feelings of the readers through the way in 
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which it express the reality in different artistic and aesthetic methods , 

funny news presents humility a funny way aimed to satisfy the soul in 

one hand , and ridicule and criticism in other hand , while the 

interpretative news is usually summarized in order to provide a 

beautiful wisdom . 

 The mysterious news aims to achieve a predicative goal and it 

often precedes the events or retrieves them and it sometimes aims to 

explain some phenomena and reveal their future , The miraculous 

news aimed to break the routine and enriching the narrative texts 

aesthetic values and presenting reality in a different way , while the 

strange news m at the beginning it is breaking the laws and passing 

the limits of the reality and in explicable , but in a moment it come 

back to find an explanation that brings it back to the reality . 

 The construction types of narrative news achieved a 

distinguished presence in the unique contract book distinguished 

between simplicity and structure in the meanings of text and 

reeducated it , Also relied on the stallation methods and complexity in 

the formation of events , It has a main role in shaping the events and 

building the basic links of the narrative text through the versions 

variety that advanced the author’s news and contributed to the 

multiplicity of the text narratives and codification of its content . 

 The news conclusion has achieved a very broad presence in the 

narrative news because its formed the text point to reach its goals . 

 The Quran , Saying and poetry had a great role in strengthening 

the text and confirming its truth , the elements of narrative 

construction have a particular contributed to the integrated formation 

and interrelated relationships within the text through the diversity of 

events and the multiplicity methods in presenting characters and what 

will happen from difference in the nature of places and the variety of 

displaying methods and the techniques in time . 
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